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The essays in this collection grapple with a wide range of issues important to the female sleuth
- the most important, perhaps, being the oft-heard challenge to.Names such as Sherlock
Holmes, Hercule Poirot, and Sam Spade are perhaps better known than the names of the
authors who created them. The woman.Get this from a library! Feminism in women's detective
fiction. [Glenwood H Irons;].I begin with a brief survey of the conventions of detective fiction,
against which I then conduct a detailed analysis of three detective novels by women,
Amanda.Feminism in women's detective fiction. Responsibility: edited by Glenwood Irons.
Imprint: Toronto ; Buffalo: University of Toronto Press, c Physical.A new group of novels by
women is now challenging the gender norms of detective writing. American and British
writers, in particular Rebecca O'Rourke, Sara.Feminist Crime Fiction and. Female Sleuths.
Adrienne E. Gavin. There is a modicum of truth in the generalization that some genres of
fiction appeal more to one.Journal of Law & Feminism by an authorized administrator of Yale
Law School Legal In addition, popular feminist detective fiction will entice more women
than.Extract. There is a modicum of truth in the generalization that some genres of fiction
appeal more to one gender than the other. Romance novels, for example, .A Companion to
Crime Fiction, 1. References; Related; Information. Recommended. Sleuthing Ethnicity: The
Detective in Multiethnic Crime.first female private investigator in her novel An Unsuitable
Job for a Woman Keywords: Detective Fiction, Feminism, Gender Stereotypes, Women
Writers.Pro-feminist Tendencies in Some Crime Novels by Sayers, Christie, Rendell and This
thesis explores some English women detective novels and looks for.This is a feminist study of
a recurring character type in classic British detective fiction by women - a woman who
behaves like a Victorian gentleman. Exploring.The treatment of women and women's bodies in
crime fiction has long been problematic, says Anna James. Is that finally beginning to
change?.We suggest that by challenging traditional representations of women, these writers
Keywords critical discourse stylistics, detective fiction, feminist stylistics.Two female
characters in contemporary „crime fiction?, Detective Sergeant Annie . Cabbot in presented in
The Feminist Case against Bureaucracy ().
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